“Improving the client’s condition”

Summit Consulting Ltd
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“

At Summit Consulting Ltd, we promise you one thing:
We will improve your condition. When you bring us
on board, you have professionals that will make a
difference to your business. we will empower you
with solutions to move you from A to B. That is our
simple promise: We improve your condition.

“
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Summit Consulting Ltd
About us
Summit Consulting Ltd, www.summitcl.com, is a professional services firm
offering proactive forensics and fraud management services, IT security
and advisory services.
We are the trusted advisor and counselor to many of the most influential
businesses and institutions in the region.
We are problem solvers with a passion for excellence. We are intellectually
curious and highly collaborative. We minimize hierarchy and focus on
transferring knowledge to our clients through empowering them with
information. We don’t regard individuals based on their title, but their
competence and leadership. We uphold the obligation – not a right, but an
obligation – for each member of our firm to question anything that he or
she feels is not right for a client.
We go to extraordinary lengths to support the people we hire to succeed.
We have a passion for helping the people we work with. This passion to
help continues in our alumni, who remain connected and loyal to our firm
and its people. Those who join Summit Consulting Ltd join people bound
by a shared set of values and a culture of support, caring, trust, respect,
and interdependence.

“

Summit Consulting Ltd are
leaders in forensics and fraud
management training. They
have a forensic lab one of its
kind in Uganda, by a private
company

“

Jimmy Haguma,
Ag. CP/Electronic
counternmeasures, Directorate
of Information Communication
Technology,Uganda Police
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Why Summit Consulting Ltd ?
Your business is different. The environment you operate in might
seem increasingly complex but you need to find answers that are
clear and right for your business. How do you manage business
growth? Plan for the future? Stay competitive? You need business
advice that understands your needs.

Summit Consulting Ltd is one of the firms providing forensic,
advisory and ICT security services to privately held businesses and
public interest entities.

“

Summit Consulting Ltd speaks out on issues that matter to
business and which are in the wider public interest. They are
bold and positive in all their communication. Their Summit
Business magazine that has been published since 2008 is
one of top business & finance magazines in Uganda. They

“

understand the business and seek to empower the community
by publishing relevant insights.
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Dan Alinange, PRO
Uganda National Roads Authority

Our Philosophy
At Summit Consulting Ltd, our most important assets
are our people and our reputation. We are committed
to excellence both internally and externally. For this
reason, we encourage and invest in the training of our
people in continuing education to further develop their
professional abilities. Our small size means that we
provide you with personalized service and are always
responsive to your needs.
In return, we require that, above all else, our
professionals use their talents to achieve and maintain
total client satisfaction.
We insist on giving our
That is simply because at Summit Consulting
clients individual attention,
Ltd we put the best interests of our clients
and achieve this by
first.
listening to our clients and
As a firm, we are dedicated to maintaining
communicating with them
and enhancing our trademark service.
openly, promptly, frequently
Foremost among these is the commitment of
and effectively.”
our managers and staff to look beyond the
numbers and see the opportunity, challenges
and solutions in every engagement. Creativity,
innovation and teamwork are important facets of our
approach.

“

Our staff members are dynamic professionals who
are always interested in helping our clients achieve
their goals. Because of our genuine desire to help you
improve your operations, we take a proactive approach
to your business. We remain objective and unwavering
in our commitment to excellence and investing in our
people.

Mustapha B. Mugisa,
MBA, CFE, CPA, CISA
Managing Director/
Strategy & Business
Growth Expert
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Our Clients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MTN Uganda
PostBank Uganda
Uganda Electricity Transmission Company Ltd
Umeme Ltd Uganda
KCB Bank Uganda
Thank you very much
Roofing Rolling Mills
Mustapha. You made me
Pride Microfinance Ltd (MDI)
very proud. The insurance
UAP Insurance Uganda Ltd
CEO’s liked your presentation
SNV Uganda
based on their feedback
Reproductive Health Services (RHU)
after your talk at the CEO’s
breakfast meeting”.
Infectious Diseases Institute (IDI)
Tullow Oil
Sande Protazio
Joint Medical Stores
Assistant Director
Stanbic Bank Uganda
Uganda Health Marketing Group (UHMG)
Save the Children Uganda
Uganda Revenue Authority
Ministry of Finance, Planning and Econimic Development
ACDI -VOCA

“

We do not entertain any form of
bureaucracy from our side. We deliver
beyond what we promise . Always.
Unlike other firms, our clients get first hand services
from the top management. This gives our clients
personal attention, immediate and best quality advice
from the most experienced senior practitioners.
Decisions are instant. No delays. No bluffs.
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Our Services

Forensic Services

“An average organisation loses over 10% of their annual
revenue /budget to fraud” ACFE 2014 Report to the Nations.
Research has shown that fraud will occur if people know
they will not be caught, and if caught, there will be no
evidence to sustain charges to prosecute them. At Summit
Consulting, our forensic services will empower you to see
the smallest thing that was the cause of the problem.
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Forensic Services
We provide custom services in:
(i) Forensic training and advisory
We empower organization’s internal
staff in undertaking their own internal
investigations.
We have a forensic investigation
module for auditors, investigators
(police, CID personnel, lawyers, judges,
etc) and all those interested in critical
thinking, case analysis, investigations
and resolution.
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The training covers the basic and
core skills for undertaking quality
investigations and case management.
Key topics include digital evidence,
legal aspects of fraud, cyber laws and
court admissible evidence collection and
storage.
Given the unique nature and
confidentiality of cases, we usually
customise the training on a company by
company basis.

Inside our forensic training
lab at IFIS in Kamwokya
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“

Your
forensic
investigation services
are superb. You not
only look at the cause of
the problem, but identify the
smallest thing which caused the
problem; using the best forensic
analysis tools.
Dan Ivan Nabwira, Head
Internal Audit, Pride Micro
Finance Ltd.

(ii) Forensic investigations
Here we help organizations and individuals
resolve disagreements and clear your
conscience.
(a) Background checks and investigations:
We undertake: (1) employee background checks;
(2) business partner background checks; (3) ICT
forensic investigation and document recovery;
(4) Large or small scale fraud investigations;
(5) Integrity investigations (6) Insurance claim
investigations and (7) competition enforcement
- including resolution of alleged anti-competitive
behavior.
(b) Proactive forensic solutions
Documentation and implementation of anti-fraud
policies and procedures, ethical policies and code
of conduct. (2) Fraud hot lines management (3)
Forensic transaction services and anti-money
laundering implementation and training, (4)
Due deligence (tax, legal, business and finance)
-know your business Partner
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Our Forensic services are such that:
1. Problem solving

2. Proactive forensic services

• Fraud investigations
• Forensic technology (incl. Cyber crime
response)
• Asset recovery / tracing
• IP investigations
• Investigations for the Receiver /
administrator / liquidator
• Money laundering investigations
• Integrity investigations
• Conflict of interest investigations
• Anonymous caller/ gmail.com, yahoo
mail.com investigations
• Background checks
• Setting up and installeing forensic labs

3. Problem solving

4. Proactive

• Expert witness
• Forensic valuations
• Insurance claims Services
• Document management
• Digital evidence recovery & 		
preservation
• Mobile phone forensic & training
• ICT forensic solutions and advisory
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• Misconduct & fraud diagnostic
• Corporate intelligence /public
• Data research
• Audit risk analysis
• Security consulting
• Regulatory investigations
• Anti-money laundering
• Compliance advisory
• Compliance surveys
• Privacy management
• Integrity compliance programs
• Culture improvement programs / company
code development
• Fraud hot lines
• Forensic and cyber security training

• Alternative dispute resolution
• (incl. expert determinations)
• Forensic transaction services
• Training of staff in undertaking their own
forensic investigations.

“Come learn the fundamentals as we
take you deep in computer forensics”

Inside a computer
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“

At
Summit
Consulting Ltd you
not only communicate
understanding of the
assignment objectives, but
make recommendations that are
constructive, creative, accurate
and actionable. Thank you for
the good value “
Iven Ose, Country
Manager, ACDI/ VOCA

Forensic Solutions- Set Up and Installation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forensic hardware supply and installation
F.R.I.E.N.D. - Field investigation Kits - Installation and training
F.R.I.E.N.D. - Lab Investigation Kits- Installation and training
Write blocking hardware to preserve data integrity
Data archival and storage solutions- Bulk evidence storage
Digital forensic lab room setup to meet ISO standards
Forensic consumables (Tamper proof evidence bags, media etc.)
Forensic policy and procedure development
Legal support
Forensic investigation project management and support services
Huge data auditing and analysis
Ongoing support and lab management services
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Advisory Services
Restructuring/ Corporate recovery/ Stategic Planning

“Small businesses in Uganda collapse before their 5th
anniversary due to lack of proper governance structures
and winning strategy.
Our corporate recovery and strategic planning and
execution services will empower you to create sustainable
business and focus on its longterm success “
Mustapha B. Mugisa
Strategy & Business Growth Expert
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Advisory Services
Solutions for Your Business Growth
Service
Risk management

Description
We work with client management in the documentation and
implementation of a seamless risk management strategy. We
train management on the implementation of such startegy
and continuously monitor progress of implementation and
advise management accordingly. We also help setup a risk
management solution

Audit services
(internal audit
outsourcing)

We offer both basic and slecialised audit training skills. For
entities that cannot afford to a permanet internal auditor, we
provide internal audit outsourced services.

Strategic Planning
and management
advisory:

We help company formulate strategic plans, budgets,
strategy implementation action plans and train all
stakeholders on the contents of the plans. We do
documentation of business processes including finance and
accounting, HR manuals, IT security policies and procedures,
internal audit charter etc…

HR consulting

We assist in HR planning and succession planning. We help
in staff induction training, pre-employment vetting and
recruitments. We also provide customised training and
capacity building in areas of marketing, sales, finance and
fraud management. Our guerrilla marketing training has
been rated the best in helping companies acheive their
targets.

Taxation and
company secretarial
services

We provide Corporate and personal tax-compliance and
planning, VAT audits and independent business reviews,
tax review andadvisory and setting up a company-wide
compliance program.
“Summit Consultants are not only professional
but very competent and forthright. Your ability
to keep us up-to-date on the assignment, as
well as deliver on time is excellent.”
Agnes A. Ojiambo,
Head of Internal Audit; PPDA
Forensics . Advisory . Security
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Restructuring/Corporate recovery
Using our proved methodologies, we undertake independent review of your business.
Our IBR service is targeted at corporate entities that are facing financial difficulties and
are likely to be in, or are planning to hold dialogue with their main creditors.
….Key areas of focus
• Historical analysis -- we work with
business executives and establish a 3-5
years trend of income and expenses,
identify key drivers of profit, what are
the reasons for under performance, and
agree on the way forward.
• Projections and cash flow analysis
• Balance sheet review- Review of fixed
assets, plant (condition, capacities,
etc), debtors and creditors review,
stocks review and also a review of the
tax position of the company.
• External analysis
• Disaster recovery and business
continuity consulting, and software
selection and implementation
• Organisational restructuring: We
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restructure large and medium sized
corporate entities facing financial
difficulties. This helps improve the
competitiveness of existing business.
We act as ‘honest brokers’ during
restructuring negotiations between the
company and its creditors.
• Cash Management: We help optimize
liquidity by implementing effective cash
management systems, and provide
tools to forecast cash-flow and identify
opportunities to save or generate
cash. Our timely intervention may help
protect stakeholders interests in a
failing company.
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• Refinancing and debt structure
advice: We assist lenders in
identifying the most appropriate
debt structure going forward.
We develop in challenging or
developing restructuring plans
and provide advice on debt
structuring proposals.
• Exit strategies and turnaround
planning and implementation:
We have the ability to plan and
implement multijurisdictinal

exits with due regard to social
and regulatory concerns. Our
professionals help restore
profitability and build platform for
growth to failing companies.
• Recovery and workout: We
assist in diagnostic reviews and
liquidity analysis, debt structuring
advise, insolvency and other fall
back options (receiverships and
liquidations

15
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Strategic Planning

Say no to Strategic plans that are like
research papers, with over 15 pages of
macro-economic analysis that make your
strategic plan difficult to implement.
What is a strategy in your strategic plan?
Planning is easy, implementation is tough.
We make your strategy easy to implement.
lets us work with you in formulating and
implementing a winning strategy.
Our strategic planning approach “Winning
the Game” links your structure to
strategy and gives clear performance
indicators aligned to the balanced score
card dimensions for effective individual
accountability and strategy execution.
This approach starts with defining the
key challenge facing the organisation,
then options that can help to manage the
challenge and proceed to examine the
16

strategic posssibilities.
“Having a winning strategy in place is
one thing and executing it successfully is
another. Great strategies fail at execution.
One of the reasons for poor strategy
execution is poor alignment of the
organizational structure to the strategy;
as well as lack of effective mechanisms of
on-going strategy monitoring and timely
interventions.
To ensure successful implementation,
we undertake practical skills training
and mentoring of your top managers
and future leaders in key leadership and
management skills.
“Mustapha is a prolific speakerwith
special public speaking skills. Uganda
Printing & Publishing Corporation
team appreciated alot the strategic
plan facilitation sessions”.
Jacqueline Kaggwa,
PDU, UPPC
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ICT Security Services

“

One of the biggest challenges affecting USA
today is cyber crime and espionage”
Barrack Obama, US President, April 2014
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Penetration Testing and Ethical hacking
We give clients insights to gain a 360o
posture of the security over your critical IT resources. We also help train
your staff/ investigators so that they
manage their own security as that is
the best approach.
According to the FBI survey, thefts of
proprietary information and financial
fraud accounted for $244.2 million of
the losses reported in the 2003 survey
-- a figure that was almost equal to the
total losses listed in those categories
for the previous three years combined.
As of 2012, this figure had multiplied
six fold!

Online Reputation Management
We undertake aggressive and strategic online campaign to reposition organisations’
reputation so that their on-line ranking is great. We can do this for both local or
global operations. This has potential to turn away potential investors, cause poor
ranking in major reports like corruption perception index by TI, and doing the
business reports
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Whistleblowing system set up
Whistle-blower reporting system set
up. A system to report anonymous any
misconduct, fraud or indiscipline via web
in compliance with the whistle-blower
protection act, 2010.
Have a system to receive all crime
reports in real time and get to know

the exact extent of the problem.
Whistleblowing will help improve
policing, make police and army a pro
people institution and improve relations.
Visit https://www.julisha.org, and blow
the whistle

“

Mustapha [Mugisa], you
are always one of our best
speakers at our annual Public
Accounts Audit Committee
members retreat. Your work is
professional, and your delivery
is superb”.
Dr. Fixon Okonya Okonye,
Director for Internal
Audit, MoFPED.

Other ICT Services:
• Training of your staff in digital forensics, ethical hacking and fraud
investigations. This is a practical training with simulation on how things are
done.
• Digital forensic, intelligence and cyber crime management lab set up and
training of special team to manage the project.
• Specialized innovative solutions customized for you -- Human Resource
Management System; Unified Communications and Collaboration Server; Video
Conferencing & Web cast; CCTV Security & Surveillance Solution; Enterprise
Resource Planning; Scheduling & Resource Management Solution.
• ISO 27001 implementation to align your processes to best practices
• Business applications development and solutions e.g. ERP, CRM and dynamic
/e-commmerce websites.
• E-learning solutions with expertise in development and authoring tools. This
solution offers Computer based training (CBT), Web based training (WBT),
Self-paced learning tutorials, Instructor Led Training (ITL), Online courses ,
Product tutorials, Online Product Demos, Simulations and E-learning software
19
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Summit Consulting Ltd
4th floor, Block B,Ntinda Complex
P.O Box 40292,Kla Uganda
Tel: +256 414231136, +256 312 517236
E-mail: premium@summitcl.com
http://www.summitcl.com

